We construct a new quantum key distribution scheme and prove its security against the most general type of attacks and the most general type of noises allowed by quantum physics. The novel technique we use is reduction from a quantum scheme to a classical scheme. We first show that, rather surprisingly, the proof of security of our quantum key distribution in the error-free case can be reduced to that of a classical verification scheme. In other words, the quantum verification procedure employed by us has a classical interpretation. By proving the security of the classical scheme, the security of our quantum key distribution scheme in the error-free case follows immediately. The security against the most general types of noises (channel noises, storage errors and computational errors) is then proven by using fault-tolerant quantum computation.
I. INTRODUCTION

A. Quantum Cryptography
Quantum cryptography [3, 5, 13, 32] has received much recent attention. The most wellknown application of quantum cryptography is quantum key distribution [3, 5, 13] . The goal of key distribution is to allow two users to share a secure key which can then be used to render their subsequent communication unintelligible to a wiretapper. Unfortunately, there is, in principle, nothing in conventional cryptography to prevent an eavesdropper from passively wiretapping. In contrast, thanks to the uncertainty principle in quantum mechanics, any eavesdropping attack against a quantum channel will almost surely lead to detectable disturbance to the signals. The two users can, therefore, test part of their quantum signals. Only when the error rates are acceptable, will they use the quantum signals to generate a key. Consequently, the two users have the confidence that if a key is generated, it is almost surely secure. We remark on passing that various quantum key distribution experiments have been performed [14, 18, 23, 24, 30, 31] .
B. Security of Quantum Key Distribution
A rigorous proof of the security of quantum key distribution over a noisy channel is arguably the most important question in the subject. It is also a delicate problem [8] [9] [10] 16, 17] . A big challenge is the proof of security against the most general type of attacks, namely joint attacks: Instead of measuring the particles in transit from Alice to Bob one by one, an eavesdropper may regard all the quantum particles as a single entity. She then couples this entity with her ancilla and evolves the combined system. Afterwards, she sends the particles to Bob and keeps the ancilla herself. After hearing the public discussion (for error correction and privacy amplification) between Alice and Bob, Eve extracts from her ancilla information about the key distilled by Alice and Bob. Joint attacks are notoriously difficult to defeat.
C. Our Contributions
Much work has been done on the security of quantum key distribution [8] [9] [10] 16, 17] . Early studies were restricted to simple attacks such as the intercept-resend attacks and individual particle attacks. More recently, the security of quantum key distribution against a restricted class of joint attacks-the so-called collective attacks-has been discussed [9] . There are also claims of proofs of ultimate security of quantum key distribution [11, 21] , but there has been no consensus in the scientific community regarding the validity of those proofs.
In this paper, we present an alternative approach to the proof of security. Instead of working with standard schemes, we construct a new entanglement-based quantum key distribution scheme and establish its unconditional security (i.e. security against the most general type of attacks and the most general type of noises). Apart from providing a proof of security, the techniques employed are novel and interesting in their own right. The most important technical contribution of this paper is a reduction theorem. It reduces the proof of security of the noiseless quantum scheme to that of a classical verification scheme. This is highly non-trivial and may even seem paradoxical: It is a well-known result (the Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen paradox) [2, 12, 15] that entangled quantum mechanical systems generally exhibit subtle correlations which have no classical analog. It cannot be over-emphasized that the general philosophy and techniques behind this reduction theorem may have wideranging applications outside quantum key distribution.
Yet another contribution of ours is fault-tolerance. All sorts of errors (e.g. channel noises, storage errors) can occur. Besides, the manipulations of quantum information are usually imperfect. It is a priori a non-trivial matter to demonstrate the security of a quantum key distribution scheme being operated with imperfect elementary quantum gates in a noisy environment. Here we argue that the general theory of fault-tolerant quantum computation [25, 27] can be directly applied to our problem. This greatly simplifies our proof.
D. Organization of this paper
We proceed as follows. First of all, we will ignore all sources of errors and consider the security of quantum key distribution in an error-free setting. We propose a quantum key distribution in this setting and prove its security. Finally, we generalize our proof to include all types of errors.
To prove the security of quantum key distribution it turns out to be useful to ask the conceptual question: What types of experiments have classical explanations? This question will, therefore, be the subject of section II.
II. WHAT TYPE OF EXPERIMENTS HAVE CLASSICAL EXPLANATIONS
A. The Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen (EPR) Paradox
In the well-known Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen (EPR) paradox [12] , photons of a so-called EPR pair always give opposite polarizations upon measurement, no matter how far apart they are. This spooky action at a distance is a counter-intuitive feature of quantum mechanics that defies any simple classical explanation and puzzled Einstein [12] . However, it has proven to be correct by experiments [15] . In summary, the Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen (EPR) paradox demonstrates that some (but not all) quantum mechanical experiments do not have simple classical explanations. In fact, 'entanglement' in quantum mechanics defies local explanations.
B. Evading the EPR Paradox
The natural question to ask is: What types of experiments do have simple classical explanations? To answer this question, it is important to notice that the Einstein-Polodsky-Rosen paradox can be observed only if measurements along more than one basis is performed. A simple example of an experiment that evades the EPR paradox is one in which a complete measurement with one-dimensional projection operators along a single basis is performed.
C. A quantum verification scheme for spin-1/2 particles
For instance, suppose Peggy (prover) gives N spin-1/2 objects to Vergy (verifier) and claims that they are all spin ups along the agreed z-axis. Vergy's job is to verify that this is indeed the case. However, a cheating Peggy may prepare these N spins in a state where they are all entangled with each other, as well as with an ancilla in her hand. Of course, Vergy may verify the value of the spins perfectly by measuring the spins of all particles along the z-axis. However, suppose Vergy is unwilling to do that. She may decide to measure the spins of all but one (randomly chosen) particles along the z-axis. She then accepts the last particle as spin-up along the z-axis if all the N − 1 tested particles give spin 'up' upon her measurement. Is this verification scheme secure?
Corresponding classical scheme
The above quantum verification scheme is highly reminiscent of a simple classical verification scheme based on the cut-and-choose method. Peggy prepares N blinded messages that she claims to satisfy certain constraints and presents them to Vergy. Vergy asks Peggy to open all but one of the N messages. If Peggy can indeed demonstrate that each of the N − 1 opened messages satisfies the required constraints, Vergy will assume that the unopened message satisfies the constraints too. She will, therefore, sign it without the opening.
Reduction from the quantum scheme to the classical scheme
Now, if one regards a spin 'up' as a valid message and a spin 'down' as an invalid message, the quantum problem is exactly the same as the classical problem: Indeed, any strategy for Peggy to cheat Vergy in the quantum case can be mapped into a strategy for Peggy to cheat Vergy in the classical scheme. All Peggy has to do to reduce the quantum problem to the classical problem is for her to perform a measurement on each spin along the z-axis. Given any quantum cheating strategy, the probabilities of passing the test successfully, p 1 = P (passing), and of cheating successfully, p 2 = P (passing and the remaining spin being down), for the quantum problem remain unchanged under such a measurement. This is because those two probabilities refer to measurement outcomes performed on the spins along a single basis. Clearly, a measurement on the state along this particular basis will not change those probabilities. For this reason, the probabilities of passing the test successfully, P (passing), and of cheating successfully, P (passing and the remaining spin being down), for the quantum problem are exactly the same as the ones for the corresponding classical problem.
In particular, suppose that in the quantum verification scheme there existed a useful cheating strategy by Peggy which gives a probability greater than 1/N of cheating successfully. If Peggy performs a measurement along the z-axis, this would map this cheating strategy against the quantum scheme into a strategy that cheats successfully with a probability greater than 1/N against the classical scheme. On the other hand, one can apply classical probability theory to prove rigorously that no cheating strategy against the classical scheme can cheat successfully with a probability greater than 1/N. This leads to a contradiction. Therefore, we conclude that no quantum cheating strategy can defeat the quantum verification scheme with a probability greater than 1/N as well.
In summary, we have proven that the proof of security of a quantum verification scheme for spin-1/2 particles can be reduced to the proof of security of a corresponding classical verification scheme. We emphasize that the classical interpretation given above for a complete measurement is a very general concept. Whenever all the probabilities involved refer to measurement outcomes along a single basis and a complete measurement is performed along such a basis, a quantum mechanical experiment has a classical interpretation. In this case, classical statistical techniques such as sampling theories can be directly applied to those quantum mechanical experiments.
D. Incomplete Measurements
Consider the following problem. Eve prepares N pairs of spin-1/2 particles and gives a member of each pair to Alice, the other to Bob. She claims that they are singlets. Alice and Bob's job is to devise a verification scheme which sacrifices a small number say m pairs for measurements such that, upon passing the test, they can feel confident that the remaining N − m untested pairs are, indeed, singlets. Here let us imagine that at a later time Alice and Bob will finally come together to measure their N − m remaining pairs to see if they are really singlets. Therefore, they will know if their verification scheme is good or not. Now, the big question is: how can such a test be devised?
The problem is trivial if Alice and Bob get together for the initial testing of the m pairs. In this case, they can perform a measurement say along the so-called Bell basis Ψ ± and Φ ± where Ψ ± = 1 √ 2 (| ↑↓ ± | ↓↑ ) and Φ ± = 1 √ 2 (| ↑↑ ± | ↓↓ ). Here, Ψ − represents the singlet state and the rest are the three triplet states. As a complete measurement is performed, the security of this verification scheme follows from the discussion in the last subsubsection (i.e., subsubsection II C 2). Now suppose that Alice and Bob are distant observers who prefer not to get together to test the m pairs. (However, we assume that they finally come together to measure their remaining N − m pairs.) Notice that there is no local procedure (local operations plus classical communications) that will allow them to distinguish a singlet from a triplet with certainty. See the Appendix for a proof. Now the question is the following: Is there any way for them to devise a secure quantum verification scheme? We claim that, perhaps rather surprisingly, the answer is yes. The point is that they can still distinguish between a singlet and a triplet with a substantial probability. Given any N pairs of particles shared between them, they randomly pick all but one pairs to perform testing (i.e. leave only one pair untested). For each pair, they randomly choose to perform one of the following three measurements. Type 1 measurement: they measure the spin of each member of a pair along the x-axis. Type 2 measurement: they measure the spin of each member of a pair along the y-axis. Type 3 measurement: they measure the spin of each member of a pair along the z-axis. Now they accept that the only remaining pair is a singlet if and only if the measurement outcomes for all the tested pairs are anti-parallel. Recall that the two members of a singlet will always give anti-parallel results upon measurements along the same axis. Consequently, if the N pairs are indeed singlets, they will always pass the above verification test.
What about a general state? A non-singlet has only a probability 1/3 of passing the test. Let us consider the above three possible types of measurements more carefully. (See [7] .) Measurements along the x-axis will give an anti-parallel result for the pair if its initial state is in the two-dimensional subspace spanned by Φ − and Ψ − . They give a parallel result for the two-dimensional subspace spanned by the other two states Φ + and Ψ + . Similarly, measurements along the y-axis will give an anti-parallel result for the pair if its initial state is in the two-dimensional subspace spanned by Φ + and Ψ − . They give a parallel result for the two-dimensional subspace spanned by the other two states Φ − and Ψ + . Also, measurements along the z-axis will give an anti-parallel result for the pair if its initial state is in the two-dimensional subspace spanned by Ψ + and Ψ − . They give a parallel result for the two-dimensional subspace spanned by the other two states Φ + and Φ − .
Since, for any of the three possible types of measurements, one can always describe the two coarse-grained (i.e. classes of) outcomes-parallel or anti-parallel-in terms of a two-dimensional projection operator along a fixed basis, it is highly tempting to give a probabilistic interpretation to those measurements. In what follows, we shall argue that this probabilistic interpretation is valid for the quantum verification scheme that we are considering. It is important to note that this interpretation works even for quantum mechanically correlated (i.e., entangled) pairs.
Corresponding classical scheme
Consider the following classical verification problem. Peggy has prepared N objects, each of which can be of either type W , X, Y or Z. Peggy claims that they are all of type W . Vergy's job is to verify this claim. More concretely, she would like to go through a procedure of testing all but one of Peggy's objects so that at the end she either a) rejects Peggy's claim, or 2) has the confidence that, in some sense, the untested object is almost surely of type W . Furthermore, we suppose that, for each object, Vergy can perform one and only one of the following three types of measurements.
Measurement type I: Distinguish {W, X} from {Y, Z}. i.e., Vergy gets the yes/no answer to the question: Is this object of type W or X (but not of type Y or Z)?
Now consider the following procedure. Vergy randomly picks all except one objects to perform testing (and leaves one object untested): The testing is done as follows. On each object, Vergy randomly chooses one of the above three types of measurements to perform. She accepts the result if and only if all the measurement outcomes indicate that the tested samples are consistent with their identity being of type W . Only in this case, will she assume the only remaining untested object to be of type W .
We now show that no cheating strategy by Peggy can allow her to cheat successfully with a probability greater than 1/N. Suppose only N − e of the objects prepared by Peggy are of type W and Vergy goes through the above random testing scheme on all except one objects. Let us use the notation 'bad' to refer to the fact that the remaining (i.e., untested) object is not of type W . Now, ≡ P (bad and passing the test) = P (bad)P (passing the test | bad)
which attains the maximum value of 1/N when e = 1. (Recall that e out of the N objects are bad and that any object not of type-W has only a probability 1/3 of passing a random test.)
Reduction from the quantum scheme to the classical scheme
We now claim that the security of the quantum verification scheme reduces to the classical scheme. Briefly stated, the reasoning is as follows: Given any cheating strategy against the quantum verification scheme by Eve, she can map it into a cheating strategy against the classical verification scheme by Peggy. Eve does this by performing measurements along Bell basis. Perhaps more importantly, the resulting classical cheating strategy is equally successful as the original quantum cheating strategy. Now suppose there exists a highly successful quantum cheating strategy, then after the mapping, it becomes a highly successful classical cheating strategy. But we have just seen in the last subsubsection that this is impossible. Therefore, we conclude that the quantum verification scheme must be secure.
We must emphasize that this reduction argument works because all the probabilities involved refer to a single basis-Bell basis. Consequently, the quantum verification scheme has a classical interpretation. We also remark that basis vectors of Bell basis are all maximally entangled. It is a priori surprising that a quantum mechanical experiment (involving local operations and classical communication only) will acquire a classical interpretation with respect to such a highly non-local basis.
We shall now discuss our reasoning in more detail. Recall that we assume that, after performing the verification test described in subsection II D on the N − 1 pairs, Alice and Bob actually come together to determine if the remaining pair is a singlet or not. This is, in principle, a doable experiment. Notice that, the most general cheating strategy by the eavesdropper Eve in the quantum scheme is for her to prepare an entangled state of the system consisting the N pairs and an ancilla (of arbitrarily high dimension) under her control. Since any mixed state can be represented by a pure state by including the quantum die explicitly, we shall, without loss of generality, consider that Eve prepares a pure state only. Using the convention of Ref. [7] , two classical bits are used to label each of the Bell states.
Eve prepares a pure state
where i j denotes the state of the j-th pair and it runs from 0 to 3, and |j 's form an orthonormal basis for the ancilla. Each state |u represents a particular cheating strategy chosen by Eve. For any state |u (and hence any cheating strategy by Eve) in this experiment, we define the following probability: P (cheating successfully in the quantum scheme) ≡ P (bad and passing the test)
where S i 's are disjoint subsets of the set {1, 2, · · · N} such that their union S 1 ∪ S 2 ∪ S 3 contains N − 1 elements and the sum ′
the sum is over i l = 0 or 1, or 2. Here, for pairs in S 1 (i.e., case (a)), Alice and Bob measure the spins along the x-axis. For pairs in S 2 (i.e., case (b)), Alice and Bob measure the spins along the y-axis. For pairs in S 3 (i.e., case (c)), Alice and Bob measure the spins along the z-axis. For the remaining pair (which does not belong to S 1 ∪ S 2 ∪ S 3 , i.e., case (d)), we imagine that Alice and Bob finally come together to measure it to see if it is a singlet. Conditions (a), (b) and (c) taken together are equivalent to the requirement that N − 1 tested pairs pass the verification test. In other words, each of them gives anti-parallel results upon measurement. Condition (d) is equivalent to the requirement that the remaining pair (the l-th pair such that l / ∈ S 1 ∪ S 2 ∪ S 3 ) is 'bad' (i.e. not a singlet) upon measurement. Notice that in Eq. (4) we are expressing the probability of cheating successfully in Bell basis (with bases vectors Ψ ± and Φ ± ) for the N pairs and in any orthonormal basis say |a i 's for the ancilla. In this basis, this probability is a sum of squared moduli of the coefficients of the terms satisfying the requirements of being bad (i.e. the remaining pair is not a singlet) and passing the verification test in the classical sense. Indeed, whether a state passes the test and whether the remaining object is good could be totally determined if a complete measurement along Bell basis for the N pairs and a measurement along |a i 's for the ancilla were performed.
Since the measurement outcomes refer to this single basis, we conclude that this quantum mechanical experiment has simple classical explanations: Recall that any cheating strategy of Eve (or Peggy) corresponds to the preparation of a pure state |u for the system consisting of the N pairs and the ancilla. Now, given any quantum state of the N pairs of spin-1/2 particles prepared by Eve, suppose Eve measures it along Bell basis for the pairs and |a i 's for the ancilla. After the measurement, the N pairs become 'classical' with respect to Bell basis. To be more precise, their state in Bell basis is now fully described by a diagonal density operator:
This reduces the quantum verification problem into a classical verification problem. More importantly, the probability, as defined in Eq. (4), of cheating successfully in the quantum verification scheme by using the original state |u will be precisely the same as the probability, as in Eq. (1), of cheating successfully in the classical verification scheme using the state ρ measured resulting from measuring the state |u along Bell basis and |a i 's. Indeed, the operator for cheating successfully, P ch , is a diagonal projection operator in Bell basis, i.e., a diagonal operator with entries 1's and 0's only. Therefore, for a measurement along Bell basis, we have Tr(|u u|P ch ) = Tr(ρ measured P ch ) and there is no change in the probability of cheating successfully due to the measurement.
We now argue that no cheating strategy against the quantum scheme can defeat it with a probability larger than 1/N. We prove it by contradiction. Suppose there exists a wonderful cheating strategy against the quantum scheme which gives a probability of cheating successfully larger than 1/N, using the above reduction theorem it can be mapped into a wonderful cheating strategy against the corresponding classical scheme with a probability of cheating successfully larger than 1/N. However, we have proven in the subsubsection II D 1 that no cheating strategy can defeat the classical scheme with a probability larger than 1/N. This leads to a contradiction. Therefore, we conclude that no cheating strategy against the quantum scheme can defeat it with a probability larger than 1/N. i.e., P (cheating successfully in the quantum scheme) ≡ P (bad and passing the test) ≤ 1/N.
Coarse graining
An important remark is in order. The classical interpretation discussed above refers only to the coarse-grained probabilities, i.e., for each pair, the sum of probabilities of some outcomes, e.g. the probability for anti-parallel outcomes which include 'up, down' and 'down, up'. If we were to consider the fine-grained probabilities, i.e., those of complete measurement outcomes, 'up, up', 'up, down', 'down, up' and 'down, down', then a simple classical interpretation would be impossible. Indeed, in this case the complete data can be used as a test of the well-known Einstein-Polodsky-Rosen paradox and as such have no classical interpretation.
Recall that vectors in Bell basis are maximally entangled. As remarked earlier, it is perhaps surprising at first sight that the coarse-grained probabilities of a quantum mechanical experiment involving only local operations and classical communications can have a classical interpretation with respect to such a highly non-local basis.
III. SECURITY OF QUANTUM KEY DISTRIBUTION: ERROR-FREE CASE
We will now show that the above verification scheme is sufficient for proving the security of a one-bit key generated by quantum key distribution in the error-free case. Here, by error-free we assume a) that the channel is noiseless and b) that there are no storage errors and c) that all operations (preparation, unitary transformations and measurements by Alice and Bob) can be performed perfectly.
In this case, Alice simply prepares N EPR pairs and sends a member of each pair to Bob. They then go through the quantum verification scheme described in subsection II D: That is to say, they randomly pick N − 1 pairs to test (and leave one pair untested). For each of the N − 1 pairs, they randomly choose to measure along either the x-axis, the y-axis or the z-axis. They demand that the two members of each pair always give anti-parallel results. When this happens, they accept the remaining pair as secure. i.e., they will assume it to be a singlet and hence be unentangled with Eve. Otherwise, they discard the remaining pair. If they accept the remaining pair, then they randomly pick from x, y or z axis to measure the spins of the two members.
A. Two important statements for proving security of quantum key distribution
We divide the proof of the security of the generated key into two steps. Firstly, given any 1 > p > 1/N, we show that any cheating strategy by Eve that passes the verification test with a priori probability greater than p must give a fidelity greater than 1 − 1 pN for the remaining pair as a singlet when the verification step is passed. Secondly, we prove that a high fidelity is a sufficient condition for the security of quantum key distribution. In particular, high fidelity implies low entropy. The proofs of these two statements are given in appendix B.
B. A subtlety
There is, in fact, an important subtlety that we must take into account in our proof of security of quantum key distribution. Recall that the actual complete measurement outcome for each pair, say 'up, down' or 'down, up' for a successful verification step is publicly announced. One might wonder if Eve could gain additional information about the generated key from this announcement. If this were possible, it would be a total disaster. We remark that the answer is no.
To understand our argument, let us divide the system into two parts: the remaining pair(s) and 'the rest' (i.e., the tested pairs plus Eve's system). The key observation is that the measurements on the verification step are performed on the tested pairs, which are part of 'the rest', rather than the remaining pair(s). Now once we have shown that the entropy of the remaining pair(s) is small, no local measurements on 'the rest' can possibly increase this entropy [7] . More importantly, by Kholevo's theorem [19] this entropy provides an upper bound on the amount of classical mutual information between the remaining pair(s) and 'the rest'. Since Eve's system is only part of 'the rest', this entropy provides a rigorous bound on her information about the generated key.
IV. RANDOM HASHING
For simplicity, we have so far considered a one-bit long key. We could, in theory, apply a similar verification scheme to prove the security of a longer key. However, this is not efficient. Even in the case of generating a one-bit key, to ensure that a cheating strategy can only succeed with a probability no more than 1/N, we need to sacrifice N − 1 of the N pairs. This is a big loss in efficiency. In appendix C, we will discuss a more efficient verification scheme, which is based on random hashing. This completes our discussion on the error-free case of the security of our quantum key distribution scheme. In the following section, we will introduce errors and discuss how they can be overcome.
V. NOISY CHANNEL, STORAGE ERRORS AND COMPUTATION ERRORS
In reality, the quantum communication channel between Alice and Bob is noisy. Moreover, errors (decoherence) will occur during the storage of quantum information. Nonetheless, we note the important fact that one can overcome storage errors and channel noises by using the general theory of quantum error correcting codes [26, 28, 29] : As in classical information theory, it is now known that quantum errors (decoherence) can be defeated by redundant encoding and by manipulating quantum information in the encoded form.
Errors may also occur during quantum computation. There are two types of errors: gate errors and measurement errors. Indeed, the elementary gates used for quantum computation and all real measurements are imperfect. It is, therefore, of utmost importance to ensure that a quantum computation is done fault-tolerantly. Here, we remark that a general theory of fault-tolerant quantum computation [27, 25] has been developed. In particular, once the probability of error for each primitive computational gate and that for each time step of storage become smaller than a threshold value, it has been argued that arbitrarily large quantum computation can be done with an arbitrarily high fidelity using fault-tolerant quantum computation. [The actual argument of this 'threshold theorem' involves the use of concatenated codes.] By implementing quantum error correction in a fault-tolerant manner, we argue that one can guarantee that the quantum verification scheme that we are considering works even in the presence of computational errors. Otherwise, there would be a serious loophole in the theory of fault-tolerant quantum computation. A more detailed discussion on the application of quantum error correction and fault-tolerant quantum computation to quantum key distribution is provided in appendix D.
We have by now introduced all the three types of possible errors-channel noises, storage errors, and computational errors-in our discussion and showed that they can all be overcome by using a quantum error correcting scheme, followed by a quantum verification scheme and quantum measurements all performed in a fault-tolerant manner. This completes our proof of security for our quantum key distribution scheme.
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The most important conceptual point of this paper is that a quantum mechanical experiment has a classical interpretation whenever probabilities referring to only one basis are considered. This is so even if those probabilities are coarse-grained probabilities. Notice that the fine-grained probabilities of the verification scheme that we constructed can be used to test Bell's inequalities and as such have no classical probabilities. It is very interesting that this example contains coarse-grained probabilities with classical interpretations and fine-grained probabilities without classical interpretations.
We have proceeded as follows. Firstly, a quantum verification scheme is introduced together with its corresponding classical scheme. We then show that, rather paradoxically, it has a classical interpretation. i.e., Given a cheating strategy against the quantum scheme, one can map it into a cheating strategy against the classical scheme with the same probability of success. The mapping is done by the cheater Eve's performing a measurement along a single basis, namely Bell basis. Consequently, its security is reduced to the security of the corresponding classical scheme, which can be established by simple classical probability theory.
Afterwards, we show that this quantum verification scheme can be used as a proof of security of a quantum key distribution scheme in an error-free environment. Noises and errors (channel noises, storage errors and computational errors) are then taken in account. Specifically, we show that fault-tolerant quantum computation and fault-tolerant quantum error correction can be used to overcome all types of errors. Therefore, our key distribution scheme is secure against all types of errors and all types of attacks-including joint attacks. Notes Added: After the completion and circulation of a preliminary version of this paper, we have learnt that Mayers and Yao [22] have also written a new preprint on the subject.
APPENDIX A: LOCAL ACTIONS CANNOT DISTINGUISH A SINGLET FROM A TRIPLET SHARED BETWEEN TWO OBSERVERS
Consider two distant observers, Alice and Bob, sharing a pair of spin-1/2 particles. Suppose the contrary-that is suppose that Alice and Bob can distinguish a singlet from a triplet with certainty, we will show that Alice and Bob can create entanglement by local actions in the following manner. They first prepare a direct product state by local operations. They then apply their local actions to determine whether the product state is a singlet or a triplet. Whatever the outcome they get, it will be a pure state. This is because the initial state is pure and they can preserve its quantum coherence by using quantum computers to execute the determination process. In summary, Alice and Bob will finally have a pure entangled state. This means that they have created entanglement by local actions, which is well-known to be impossible [7] . Therefore, we have proved by contradiction that local actions plus classical communication cannot distinguish with certainty a singlet from a triplet shared between two observers.
APPENDIX B: PROOFS OF THE TWO IMPORTANT STATEMENTS
Here we present the proofs of the two important statements used in subsection III A. Statement 1: Consider the error-free case of our quantum key distribution scheme. Given any 1 > p > 1/N and any cheating strategy by Eve that passes the verification test with a probability greater than p, the fidelity of the remaining pairs as a singlet conditional on passing the test is greater than 1 − 1 pN Proof: Given any strategy, we know from Eq. (6) 
Now we should think of p as a security parameter for the test. Given any fixed p, by increasing N, we can increase the conditional fidelity of the remaining pair, which is used to generate the key.
2 Now we come to the second statement-that a high fidelity of the remaining pair is a sufficient condition for security. We first note that security is guaranteed if the following three conditions are fulfilled: (a) Alice and Bob almost surely generate the same key; (b) The generated key is almost random; and (c) Eve has little information about the key. Now it is quite clear that a high fidelity implies the first two conditions. What about the last condition? The following lemma shows that it is also satisfied.
Lemma 1: (High fidelity implies low entropy) If
. Proof: If R singlets|ρ|R singlets > 1 − δ, then the largest eigenvalue of the density matrix ρ must be larger than 1 − δ, the entropy of ρ is, therefore, bounded above by that of
That is, ρ 0 is diagonal with a large entry 1 − δ and with the remaining probability δ equally distributed between the remaining 2 2R − 1 possibilities.
2
To apply the above lemma to our problem, take ρ to be the reduced density matrix of the remaining N − m pairs and R to be N − m. Now a very high fidelity of the remaining pairs as singlets implies that the entropy of the remaining pairs tends to 0. But then the entropy provides a bound on the amount of classical information that Eve may have on the key. We have, thus, proven that a very high fidelity is a sufficient condition for the security of quantum key distribution.
APPENDIX C: SECURITY OF A QUANTUM KEY DISTRIBUTION SCHEME BASED ON RANDOM HASHING
Here we shall discuss a more efficient quantum verification scheme. It is based on a one-way hashing scheme for entanglement purification developed by Bennett et al. [7] . In [7] , a Bell state is represented by two classical bit (see Eq. (2)). A 2N-bit string x 0 forms a basis for the state of the N pairs. The parity of a string is a modulo-2 sum of its bits. Now the parity of a subset s of the bits in a string x can be expressed as a Boolean inner product s · x which is the modulo sum of the bitwise AND of the strings s and x. In the most general eavesdropping strategy, the state of the N pairs and Eve's ancilla can be written as an entangled state of the two subsystems. The important observation made by Bennett et al. [7] is that, by applying local operations (which include BXOR bilateral π/2 rotations and unilateral Pauli rotations), followed by local measurement of one of the pairs, one can measure the parity of an arbitrary chosen subset s of the unknown x.
Notice that, for any two distinct strings x = y, the probability that they give the same parity for a random subset, i.e., s · x = s · y is exactly 1/2. This is because (s · x) ⊕ (s · y) = s · (x ⊕ y).
Suppose m rounds of hashing are performed. After each round of the hashing, the tested pair is discarded from our consideration and, therefore, each of the basis state is mapped into a shorter string. More concretely, suppose initially the N pairs are described by a basis of 2N-bit long strings. Suppose Alice and Bob measure the parity of the set s 0 . In round one, an initial 2N-bit string x 0 is mapped into a (2N − 2)-bit string x 1 = f s 0 (x 0 ). Similarly, in the second round, x 1 is mapped into a (2N − 4)-bit string x 2 = f s 1 (x 1 ). Given any two initial strings x 0 and y 0 , it is then shown in [7] that the probability that the remaining strings are different and yet the random parities computed in the first m rounds are the same, i.e. P ((x m = y m ) and(s k · x k = s k · y k ) for 0 ≤ k ≤ m − 1) is at most 2 −m .
In our quantum verification scheme, Alice and Bob are given N pairs of spin-1/2 particles. Only after their confirmation of the receipt of their quantum particles, Alice and Bob iteratively select m random subsets of the string and perform m rounds of random hashing by using local operations and (one-way) classical communications. They demand that each round gives the correct parity as what they would expect starting from N singlets. If the test is passed, they expect the remaining N − m pairs as secure and use them to generate an (N − m)-bit key. The key generation is done by measuring the spin of each pair randomly along x, y or z axes.
Classical scheme
In the classical case, the input is a string of length 2N. Each round of the hashing reduces the string length by 2 bits. m rounds of hashing are applied and this is used to verify that the remaining string is, in fact, 11 · · · 1. i.e., a (2N − 2m)-bit string made up of 1's only. From the above discussion, we learn that no cheating strategy can defeat such a verification scheme with probability larger than 2 −m .
Reduction in the random hashing scheme
Notice that the above probability refers to a single basis, namely Bell basis. Being so, we now argue the following important fact: such a random hashing scheme has a classical interpretation. In particular, we argue that there exists no cheating strategy that can pass the random hashing test and yet produce a 'bad' state for remaining pair with a probability greater than 2 −m .
The proof of this reduction is essentially as in subsubsection II D 2. Suppose that there exists a cheating strategy that succeeds with a probability larger than 2 −m against the quantum scheme. Now let Eve performs a measurement along Bell basis. This measurement will collapse the wavefunction into a diagonal density operator in Bell basis. Such a state can be used in a cheating strategy that succeeds with a probability greater than 2 −m against the classical scheme. But this has just been proven to be impossible in the last subsection.
Security of quantum key distribution
With the above reduction theorem, one can now establish rigorously the security of a quantum key distribution scheme based on the random hashing verification step. The discussion there parallels that in appendix B.
Given any cheating strategy against the quantum verification scheme by Eve, let p 1 (p 2 = 1 − p 1 respectively) be the total probability for the state of the N pairs to be N singlets (to be something else respectively), under the measurement along Bell basis. The case of N singlets (Case A), which happens with a probability p 1 , will automatically pass the verification test and give N − m singlets as the remaining pair. This case is perfectly fine and secure. What about the other case? Upon a random hashing verification scheme that sacrifices m pairs, the other case (which happens with probability p 2 ) will be further divided into three cases. Either (B1) it passes the verification and gives a residual state for the N − m pairs that are singlets, or (B2) it passes the verification and gives a residual state for the remaining N − m pairs which are not N singlets, or (B3) it fails the verification test and is, therefore, rejected. Let us assign probabilities a, b and p 2 − a − b to these three cases.
Notice that the cases (A) and (B1) are secure because the remaining pairs are N − m singlets. On the other hand, case (B2) is insecure because the remaining pairs are not singlets, even though the verification test is passed. Now, from arguments in section IV, we learn that the probability of passing and being bad is not more than 2 −m . i.e.,
Since only cases (A), (B1) and (B2) pass the test, the probability that a strategy passes the verification test is given by
Eve would better be interested in a cheating strategy that passes the test with a nonnegligible probability, say at least 2 −r where we assume that r ≪ m. Therefore, we demand that
Now, the fidelity of the N − m pairs as singlets is given by
where Eq. (C1) has been used. The numerator of Eq. (C4) is
where Eqs. (C3) and (C1) are used in getting the second and third lines respectively. Therefore, we find, from Eqs. (C4) and (C5) that
for any cheating strategy that passes the verification test with a probability at least 2 −r where r ≪ m. Therefore, given any security parameter r, one can increase the conditional fidelity in Eq. (C6) by increasing the number m of random parities computed. Now, by a similar proof of lemma 1 in appendix B, a high fidelity is a sufficient condition for the security of quantum key distribution.
a. A subtlety
Actually, there is a subtlety in the above discussion. The subtlety is that non-trivial quantum computation is performed during the computation of the parity of a random subset. This quantum computation generally changes the density matrix of the remaining pairs. For instance, in the case of having two pairs in the initial state
Suppose the random string s is chosen to be 0101. The density matrix of the second pair is computed from the partial trace over the first pair: ρ i = Tr first two qubits |u i u i | = (a|00 + b|11 )(a * 00| + b * 11|).
(C8)
Let us collect the parity of the subset s in the second bit of the first pair. After the quantum computation, the final state becomes
Now, the density matrix of the second pair becomes
which is generally different from Eq. (C8). This shows that the density matrix of the remaining pairs are changed by the quantum computation of the random parity. Naively, one might think that this will be a problem to our reduction argument from a quantum to a classical scheme. However, this is not really a problem because we are not interested in the density matrix of the remaining pairs itself. All we care about is the fidelity of the remaining pairs in Bell basis. Unlike the density matrix, this fidelity is not changed by the computation of the random parity. Therefore, our reduction argument remains valid. This can be seen in the above example by computing the fidelity before the computation from
and that after the computation,
The fidelities F i and F f before and after the measurement are exactly the same. This factthat (up to a reordering of basis) the fidelity of the remaining pairs as singlets remains unchanged during the computation of the parity of a random subset-is true for any initial state of the N pairs.
Bound on Eve's information
For completeness, we now derive a bound on Eve's information for any eavesdropping strategy that passes an m-round random hashing verification scheme with a probability at least 2 −r (where m ≫ r). From Eq. (C6), upon passing the test, the conditional fidelity of the remaining N − m pairs as singlets is at least 1 − 2 −(m−r) . Putting δ = 2 −(m−r) in Lemma 1 of Appendix B, we find that the entropy of the remaining pairs
Let us first consider the first term in Eq. (C13). Noting that log 2 (1−δ) = log e (1−δ)/log e 2 = where a > 0, then the entropy
for some constant c > 0. Therefore, given any a > 0, one can guarantee that the entropy of the remaining pairs (and hence Eve's information on the generated key) is bounded above by c × 2 −a simply by choosing m > log 2 (2N) + a + r. This statement is valid for any eavesdropping strategy that gives at least a probability 2 −r of passing the verification test performed by Alice and Bob. This completes our proof of security of our random-hashing based quantum key distribution scheme. Incidentally, our scheme remains secure even when its efficiency N −m N exceeds 50%. For a discussion on the efficiency of quantum key distribution, see Ref. [1] .
APPENDIX D: USING QUANTUM ERROR CORRECTION AND FAULT-TOLERANT QUANTUM COMPUTATION
In this appendix, a more detailed discussion on the security of quantum key distribution against all types of errors will be given.
Noisy channel
Given a noisy (but not too noisy) quantum channel, Alice and Bob can overcome the noises by using entanglement purification [7] . Therefore, the channel can be made effectively noiseless. More concretely, the procedure of quantum key distribution over a noisy channel goes as follows: Firstly, Alice prepares locally K > N pairs of EPR pairs and separates them into two sets, say S 1 and S 2 , with each set containing a member of each pair. She sends the set S 1 through the noisy quantum channel and keeps S 2 herself. Assuming that Alice and Bob have some prior knowledge on the channel error rate, Alice and Bob then perform entanglement purification until they expect to obtain N singlets. [Notice that the number K is chosen so that N pure singlets are expected here.] If Eve is absent, it is highly likely that the state that Alice and Bob now share is that of N singlets. If substantial eavesdropping has occurred, they may well be sharing some other state. Now Alice and Bob have reduced the problem of proving the security of quantum key distribution over a noisy channel to that over a noiseless one. They can now go through the verification step as specified in sections III or they can verify that Eve can cheat successfully against them with a negligible probability and, therefore, the scheme is secure. They can then use the remaining N − m pairs to generate a key, say by measuring each pair randomly along one of the x, y and z axes.
Storage errors
Another type of error that we are going to introduce is the error during the storage of quantum information, for example, in the state of the particles in Alice's hand. We shall assume in this subsection that there exist error-free quantum gates and measurement devices and the error rate is sufficient small. With these assumptions, one can overcome storage errors by using quantum error correcting codes [29] . More concretely, the procedure goes as follows. Alice and Bob pick a quantum error-correcting code that maps N qubits into K > N qubits. Using two sets S 1 and S 2 of K qubits, Alice prepares an encoded state of 2N particles all in the state 'up' using her 2K physical qubits. She then performs a local quantum computation to rotate it into an encoded state representing N singlets. Here, the set S 1 is supposed to contain (the encoded state representing) a member of each singlet and the set S 2 the other member. Now, Alice sends S 1 to Bob through the noisy channel and keeps S 2 herself. Owing to the channel noises and storage noises, the state of both S 1 and S 2 will generally decohere and be entangled with the environment. However, the quantum error-correcting code will allow Alice and Bob to defeat those errors to recover the correct encoded form the N singlets (if there is no eavesdropping). By performing measurements on the encoded state, they can apply the verification step as before to verify the security of this quantum key distribution scheme against both channel noises and storage errors. Indeed, the argument given in subsubsection II D 2 carries over directly to our current case because, just after the recovery process of a perfect quantum error correction scheme, the wave function of say Bob's system will be confined perfectly into the 'code-word' subspace and similarly for Alice. Now, by construction Bob's code-word subspace is a Hilbert space of only 2 N dimensions and similarly for Alice. Therefore, Eq. (3) and its accompanying discussion are perfectly valid except that they now refer to 'code-word' subspaces.
Of course, the verification process and the key generation process should be done on the encoded state rather than on the physical qubits. But, other than that, the whole argument in subsubsection II D 2 carries over completely.
Computational errors
In reality, the elementary gates used for quantum computation and all real measurements are imperfect. To ensure security, we use the general theory of fault-tolerant quantum computation [27, 25] developed over the last few years. It is now known that, once the probability of error for each primitive computational gate and that for each time step of storage become smaller than a threshold value, arbitrarily long quantum computation can be done with an arbitrarily high fidelity using fault-tolerant quantum computation. By implementing quantum error correction in a fault-tolerant manner, we argue that one can guarantee that the quantum verification scheme that we are considering works even in the presence of computational errors.
In more detail, let us consider a fault-tolerant implementation of the verification step such that, for all input states, the fidelity of the output (as compared to the output in the errorfree case) is 1 − e −k , where k ≫ 1 is the security parameter. This security parameter only depends on the effectiveness of the fault-tolerant scheme and can be made independent of any parameter in the original verification scheme. It is precisely because of this independence that a rigorous proof of security is possible. More concretely, compare the following two situations. Situation 1: a highly fault-tolerant verification scheme on the m tested pairs followed by an error-free measurement on the remaining N −m pairs to determine if they are all singlets. Situation 2: an error-free verification scheme on the m tested pairs followed by an error-free measurement on the remaining N − m pairs to determine if they are all singlets. By making the security parameter k of the fault-tolerant verification scheme arbitrarily large, one can ensure that the probability of Eve cheating successfully-i.e., passing the verification test and yet upon measurements the state of the remaining pairs are not (N −m) singlets-against the fault-tolerant verification scheme is arbitrarily close to that of cheating successfully against an error-free verification scheme. But then, in the same manner as in situation 2, one can argue in situation 1 that the conditional fidelity of the remaining pairs as a product of singlets can be made very high. Now a high fidelity implies low entropy. (Lemma 1 in appendix B.) This proves that Eve has very limited information about the final key even in situation 1-i.e., in the case of a highly fault-tolerant verification scheme. This demonstrates rigorously the security of the quantum key distribution.
This completes our discussion on fault-tolerant quantum computation and shows that our quantum key distribution scheme is secure against the most general types of errors.
